scite: Pioneering Next-Gen Citations

Search them. Read them. All in one place.
cataloged over 1.9 billion references made between articles
indexed over 1.3 billion citation statements from full-text articles

superpowers for researchers, by researchers

Find papers you can trust
See if any paper, or topic, has been supported or challenged by newer research, all in one place.

Deeper grasp of your research areas
Searching and reading Citation Statements helps you quickly and reliably build a qualitative idea of a paper or topic.

A solid foundation for your research
Reference Check helps prevent accidentally citing articles post-retraction, and ensures you’re addressing prior claims properly.

We meet you where you are
Between our Zotero plugin, browser extension, data exports, and a flexible API, scite integrates with your workflows.

Join over 350,000 scientists, writers, publishers, librarians and researchers across the world championing reproducible science.

Interested in a demo? Get in touch with us at hi@scite.ai